
Category Name Equipment Description
Circle game Killer Looks One person is in the middle giving the commands “look up” and

“look down”
 When middle person says “look down” everyone in the circle is
looking at someone else’s feet
 When the middle person says “look up”, people in the circle
looks at the eyes of the person’s feet that they were staring at.
 If two people’s eyes meet, they freak out by screaming and
then are eliminated.

Circle game Shuffle your buns Chairs in a
circle

One empty chair, one person in middle whose goal is to sit in
the empty chair, the problem is the empty chair keeps moving,
the person siting to the right of the chair tries to sit in it before
the person in the middle does

Circle game Concentration Sit in circle, number children off from zero up…lead them in a
rhythm – hitting legs twice and clapping hands twice…chant
“Concentration, are you ready, if so, let’s go starting with
zero…zero zero, one, one…” Have the children say their
number first and then another person’s number. If they don’t
keep the rhythm they are out.

Circle game Hand slap game (Optional: Large
table)

Sit around a table or on the floor…put your left hand over the
right hand of the person beside you. Hit the table and pass the
tap around the table…if someone taps twice the direction
changes. If someone is to slow they are out.

Circle game Murder wink Space large
enough for
group to sit in a
circle

Chose one child to be the detective (detective has to leave
room when the leader chooses one person to be the murderer
by telling everyone to close their eyes and tapping the head of
the child) detective enters room and stands in the center of the
circle while murderer secretly winks at people to kill them,
detective has three chance to guess who the murderer is

Circle game Pass it on Enough objects
(large and
small) for each
person

The entire group forms a circle, everyone is given an object,
one the signal everyone is to pass their object, keeping it
moving at all times. When a person drops any object, he must
leave the game but the object is to stay in. The winner is the
person remaining

Circle game Pile Up / red sock Chairs in circle Players sit in circle, “it” determines actions of the group by
stating in detail: everyone wearing jeans move two spaces
left…everyone with blond hair, move three spaces right… those
matching descriptions move as directed and sit down (even if
it’s one someone lap) if someone is sitting on you, you can’t
move. The object is to get back to your original chair

Circle game What am I? Have everyone sit in a circle. One person goes outside the
room, others decide what he should “be”. When he comes back
he has to ask each player in turn what he should buy for
himself. One might say black boots, another a whistle, another
a flashlight…if he does around the circle without guessing what
he is (a policeman) he must go out again and the campers will
choose something else.



Circle game Bump Ball Sit in circle on the floor– roll ball back and forth – if ball hits part
of body youth lies on stomach with elbows forward – can only
join game when elbows are hit

Circle game King Frog Have everyone sit in a circle and everyone but two people
create an animal action for themselves, the two who don’t have
to form an action are given the action for “king frog” and
“moose”. The King frog is the top of the food chain and the
moose is at the bottom. It is everyone’s goal to get to the top of
the food chain. Play the animal action game except those who
are too slow go to the end of the food chain and become the
moose and everyone moves up the food chain and takes the
action of the person beside them….

Circle game The question game Sit in a circle, ask one person to start by asking the person
beside them a question, that person has to ask their neighbour
a different question, and that person has to ask their neighbour
a different question…someone can change direction by asking
a question of the person who asked them. You are out if you
don’t ask a question, or you repeat a question that was already
asked during that round or if you are too slow…

Circle game Honey if you love
me

Group sits in circle, one person is it, this person has to try to
make another person smile by saying “honey, If you love me
won’t you please, please smile? The person must respond
“Honey you know I love you but I just can’t smile” without
smiling. If they do smile, they are then “it”.

Circle game Copy cat Space large
enough for
group to sit in a
circle

Detective leaves room and leader is chosen. Leader then leads
the group in a series of repetitive movements changing
movements every few seconds, detective has three chances to
guess who the leader is.

Circle Game Bippity-Bippity Bop Sit in a circle. Person in the middle goes up to someone in the
circle and says:
 -bippity-bippity-bop – the person in the circle has to say “bop”
before the person in the middle says “bop”
 -bop-the person in the circle cannot say “bop” and must be
silent
 -elephant-the person in the circle has to do an elephant trunk
with their arms, the two other people right beside them have to
make the “ears” for the elephant by arching their arms towards
the person beside them
 -jello-the person in the circle puts their hands in the air and
moves their body in a fluid movement, the other two people
beside this person put their arms in a loose embrace around
the middle person
 -Charlie’s angels-three people have to do the Charlie’s angel’s
pose
 If the action is not done properly, the person in the circle
changes places with the person in the middle



Circle Game Signs Everyone picks a different sign or sound that fits in with the
rhythm. They share this with the group so that everyone has a
unique sign and/or sound. Everyone sits in a circle and starts
the rhythm by slapping twice on the legs and clapping once.
One person starts by doing their sign/sound in rhythm and then
doing someone else’s sign in the group. That other person
must do their own sign first and then do someone else’s sign. If
you mess up you are eliminated.

Circle Game Soldier Ball Ball Form a circle with one person in the middle with arms crossed
in front of you. Person in the middle can throw the ball at the
people in the circle who have to catch it. Or they can fake throw
and if people flinch they are out.

Circle Game Zip Zap Zop NA In a circle, have to say zip zap zop in order by pointing to each
other to indicate who speaks next (e.g. zip is right, zap is left,
zop is whoever you point to)

Circle Game Follow the Leader NA Sit down in a large circle. Detective goes outside while group
picks a leader - everyone follows the actions of the leader.
Detective comes back in and tries to figure out who the leader
is. Elementary! Equipment Needed: N/A

Circle Game Bang! NA In a circle - hands as if holding guns. Person in middle says
name of a person who has to duck and the two people next to
him/her have to point and shoot him/her. Person who is late in
ducking or shooting is out.

Circle Game Finger Trap NA Form a large circle. Hold your right hand palm up between you
and the person to your right. Take your left hand index finger
and put it in the palm of the person on your left. A person in the
middle will tell a story and will have a key word. Whenever key
word is said, person with palm open tries to catch the finger
and person with the index will try to get out of being caught in
them finger traps.

Circle Game
Boom chicka boom
boom rhythm

Have kids stand in a circle. Everyone chants out the phrase "
Boom chicka boom boom, boom boom". Go around the circle
and with each syllable, a new move is introduced by a
designated leader. The moves are then transferred throughout
the circle. The object of the game is to keep the dance in flow.

Circle
Game/Indoor

Silent Ball Ball Description: Sit in a circle. Roll the ball to other people silently.
Any one who makes noise has to go on their stomach. If they
make another sound they have to sit with their backs to
everyone. And everyone is happy. And quiet. Mostly quiet.

Drama Game Charades Split participants into four groups (A, B, C, D)
 Group A and Group B will form a team. And Group C and D
will form a team.
 Group A and C will receive a phrase from the leader to act out
without speaking while their respective groups (B and D) will
guess the entire phrase.
 After this round is done, the acting and guessing roles will
switch among groups.



Drama game Human Statue Timer For 2 or more teams – team 1 will get 1 minute to form human
statue – team 2 gets 15 sec. to observe statue and them 3
minutes to put it back together.

Drama game The marza game Timer Divide the kids into teams. Give one team a setting. For
example, “beach”. One at a time, each team member jumps
onto the scene and does a tableau for an object you would find
at that setting. For example, the first person jumps out and
says “beach ball” and then crouches down to be a beach ball.
The second person jumps out and says “umbrella” and they
spread their arms out to be an umbrella. They should all work
together to create a complete scene. The leader times each
group and whoever does their scene fastest wins.

Drama game Blind mirror Blindfolds Divide kids into teams. Each team picks one person who will be
the “model”. The model is blindfolded. The leader stands in the
middle and does a pose. The models stand around the leader.
One at a time, team members come up to the model and
moves one part of his/her body at a time to imitate the leader.
The team who manages to get their model to look exactly like
the leader fastest wins a point.

Drama Game Shapes NA In groups, they are to form whatever shape the leader calls out.
Polyhedron!

Drama Game Freeze Frame NA Kids are in groups. Leader calls out a theme (e.g. zoo animals,
red carpet etc) and when he/she calls “freeze” group has to
freeze in a pose that represents that theme

Drama game Psychic Pose

Person who is moderating calls up one team at a time. On the
count of 3 all the team members from that team have to act out
what the moderate has called out (e.g. spiderman, michael
jackson, teapot etc). The more people in the team who do
similar things the more points they get (and they are not
allowed to talk to each other)

Get-to-know
you

Steal the toothpick Lots of
toothpicks

Give everyone two toothpicks – say something that you have
never done – everyone who has done that thing have to give
you one of their toothpicks

Get-to-know-
you game

Face to face/huckle
buckle

body partsf Partners stand facing each other in one large circle. One odd
person stands in the center and calls “face-to-face” “back-to-
back” “face-to-face” “back-to-back”. When he calls “all
exchange”, the players must take new partners and the center
player tries to get one too. The person left without a partner
must go to the center to give the commands. Another version
includes calling out different (appropriate) body parts that the
partners have to join (e.g. elbow to knee, left ear to back, etc)
Last group to group together is out. Last group standing wins.



Get-to-know-
you

Pass the question Paper (cue
cards work well)
and pencils

Everyone needs a small piece of paper and pencil. Instruct
everyone to write a question on one side of the paper and their
name on the other (they should be able to ask that questions of
anyone in the room). When you say go, they should roam
around the room and find a partner to ask their question. After
they have asked and answered their questions the partners are
to exchange cards and continue around the room until they
have talked to everyone in the room.

Get-to-know-
you

Animal action
game

Nerf bat or
rolled up
newspaper

Form a circle – have youth think up an action that suits them (
or animal action) – start by doing your action and then another
person’s action – person in middle tries to hit the youth who do
not respond in time

Get-to-know-
you

2 truths and a lie Paper and pens Each youth should write down two truths about themselves and
one lie and them they have to mingle with everyone and try to
guess what the lies are – those who guess it correctly sign the
back to the persona paper – the one with the least signatures
wins

Get-to-know-
you

Where the wind
blows

Chairs for each
player formed
into a circle

There is one person without a chair, that person has to say the
wind blows on everyone who…(is wearing s certain colour or
object) and those people have to get out of their chair and
switch with someone on the opposite side of the room, while
the person in the middle tries to find a chair (that would leave a
new person in the middle)

Get-to-know-
you

Have you ever… Chairs in a
circle

Same as where the wind blows but it is things that the person
has done

Get-to-know-
you

Name on back (i.e.
Head Bands)

Tape and small
sheets of paper

Each player has name taped to their back – they have to guess
who they are by asking yes or no questions

Get-to-know-
you

Team on a blanket
game

A large blanket Lay out the blanket on the floor. Everyone has to get on the
blanket in 10 seconds. No body parts are allowed to be off the
blanket. Anyone who doesn’t fit on the blanket is eliminated.
The next round, fold the blanket a little to decrease the size of
the area. Again, the team has 10 seconds to get everyone on
the blanket.

Indoor Fork, Knife, Spoon NA Who it’s For: gr. 1-2 Description: Whatever moderator calls out
you have to act. But moderator can do a different action from
the words - kids have to follow words and not actions. You can
add other actions (teacup,...or garlic press, or magic bullet)



Indoor Hungry Monkeys Pylons Kids are divided into three to four teams and numbered off
evenly - each team stands by one wall. In each team, kids are
numbered off.

 In the middle are two people who are "hunters" guarding
bananas (pylons). They cannot go any closer than the little
circle around the pylons or go further than a larger circle (you
can draw it out with skipping ropes, tape, or natural gym lines)

 The goal of the monkeys by the wall is to get as many pylons
as possible. Leaders call up one number at a time. Those
called attempt to grab the bananas (one banana at a time).
However, once they enter the larger circle, they can be caught
by the hunters, they have to sit on the circle. As the game goes
on and there are less people in play, more than one number
can be called up at a time. Points are calculated as follows:
Number of Pylons minus number of people "out" from their
team.

Indoor /
outdoor game

Spud Ball Number off player, player number one throws ball in the air and
calls out a number, the person who has that number has to run
and get the ball and say SPUD – everyone else runs away until
they hear the word spud and then they freeze. The person who
caught the ball can take one – three steps in any direction and
then must try to throw the ball at one of the frozen players. If
the player is hit by the ball they receive a letter in the word
spud – they are out when they spell spud

Indoor /
outdoors game

Helicopter Rope with
beanbag tied to
one end for
weight

Person in center swings the rope in a circle (6-8 inches off the
floor) children have to jump to avoid the rope, if someone is
tripped by the rope he becomes the center man

Indoor Game Not in My Backyard

Either crumpled
up paper or
misc. gym
equipment

Teams divided into four. Gym divided into four sections. Teams
have to get things out of their section (backyard). When leader
calls time, whichever team has the least amount of "garbage" in
their backyard wins.

Indoor game
(active)

Go Go Gopher Choose someone to be the one calling out either “go go go” or
“go go gopher”
 Everyone else starts off by standing on one side of the gym.
 When the command “go go go” is heard – they must run as
fast as they can to the other side of the gym, the slowest
person is eliminated.
 When the command “go go gopher” is heard – no one should
run, anyone who moves is eliminated

Indoor game
(active)

Wink game 1 chair for every
two people

Form two teams – have teams form two circles – one team sits
on circle of chairs, other teams stands behind chares – one
chair has to be empty – person behind empty chair winks at
someone who is sitting and them have to sit on empty chair
before person behind them holds them back

Indoor game
(active)

Fruit basket Chairs in a
circle

Same as above except everyone is given the name of a fruit
and has to switch chair when their fruit is called, fruit basket
calls all the fruit



Indoor game
(active)

Musical chairs Chairs in circle,
tape player

Indoor game
(active)

Body Part Musical
chairs

Chairs in circle,
tape player

When the music stops the leader calls out a body part and
those circling the chairs can only touch the chair with that body
part (i.e. elbow, knee, hand, foot, head, bum…)

Indoor game
(active)

Bench Ball 2 noodles 2 teams, number off players on each team, call number and
that pair of students has to run to the center, grab a noodle and
hit their opponent below the waist three times before they are
hit three times

Indoor game
(active)

Athletic Pictionary Paper or play
dough for each
team, list of
words to draw
or sculpt

Make 2-4 teams have each team gather around tables on
different sides of the room, number off players, one player from
each team (i.e. the # ones) goes to the leader to find out what
to draw. When leader says go all the teams start drawing and
guessing at once, the first team to guess has to yell the word
as loud as they can to signal the round is over

Indoor game
(active)

Octopus Large room with
safe space to
run

One child is “it”, other children stand touching one wall, when
child calls “octopus” everyone runs to opposite wall trying not to
be tagged, if they are tagged they have to sit down and ‘it’ in
catching other kids only by moving their arms

Indoor game
(active)

Port/ starboard Large room When leader calls port the children have to run to the “port”
side of the room, they call also call starboard, stern, bow, man
over board, captains daughter….

Indoor game
(active)

Earthquake Large room All the children should stand on a line in the middle of the room,
when leader calls earthquake they are to fall to the ground s
fast as they can, when leader calls hurricane they are to run to
the right side of the room and when leader calls tornado they
are to run to the left side eof the room. The slowest person is
out first

Indoor game
(active)

Land /water Large room
(two parallel
lines in gym or
formes by
masking tape)

Children stand on line when leader calls land they jump
backward or land they jump back ward, leader calls out land or
water quickly and if person makes a mistake they are out

Indoor game
(active)

Cranes/crows Large room
(two parallel
lines in gym or
formes by
masking tape)

Two teams, one = cranes, one = crows, line up facing each
other in the center of the room, when leader calls cranes the
cranes chase the crows, crows are home free when they touch
their wall, if cranes catch crows they join the cranes.

Indoor game
(active)

Dodge ball Utility balls Two teams, try to get the players on the opposing team out by
hitting them with a ball below the waist, if opposing player
catches the ball the person who threw it is out

Indoor game
(active)

Duck, duck goose Large room

Indoor game
(active)

Barnyard (good way
to form teams)

The leader whispers a name of an animal to each child (at least
two children for every animal) The lights are then turned out
and the children must find their animal partners by making the
sound of the animal. When everyone has their partner, the
lights are put on again.



Indoor game
(active)

Sardines Large area
(entire building)

One player hides while other close eyes and count to fifty. They
then go look for hiding person. If you find the hider, you hide
with him/her. Eventually everyone is hiding in same hiding spot

Indoor game
(active)

Fire Chairs for each
player except 2

Have children form pairs, in their pairs they need to decide who
is the man and who is the woman. Number off the pairs…have
all the pairs link arms and sit in chairs side by side (except one
pair). The pair without the chair stand in the middle of the circle
and calls out one of three things: 3 numbers (all three pairs get
up and changes places and the pair in the middle has to find a
seat), fire house (all the pair get up and trade places), split
home (only the women get up and switch places – the men
keep the number and the women adopt the number of man
they link up with)

Indoor game
(active)

Sock wrestling socks Have kids sitting in a circle. Pick two kids to be in the center.
The object of the game is to take the socks off your opponent.
They must stay crouching the entire time.

Indoor game
(quiet)

Blowing Paper Table, folded
piece of paper
(one for each
participant)

Placed a folded piece of paper on one edge of the table.
Participants are to blow the piece of paper so that it will sit on
the edge perfectly (one part of the fold is touching the flat
surface, the other part of the fold is hanging vertically from the
table). If the paper falls off, the participant will have to start all
over again. The first person to get the paper hanging on the
edge perfectly wins.

Indoor game
(quiet)

Pass the
signal/Electricity

Coin, keys Description:In partners for two lines facing each other sitting
down. Hold the hand of person beside you. Only front two
people have eyes open. Moderator flips coin. If heads, the first
person squeezes the next person’s hand. The first team to grab
the object at the end of the line wins.

Indoor game
(quiet)

Poke Poke Two players
 Both players take out their right hands and grab onto each
others’ right hands while also sticking their index finger out. The
first person to poke the other person (any body part) wins.

Indoor game
(quiet)

Ninja Can play in pairs or in groups of 4 to 6. Everybody has two
lives which are represented by their hands. If one of their hands
get hit by another player in the game (from the wrist down) they
lose a life. Players are eliminated when both hands have been
hit. Each players takes turn making one move. The player who
is being attacked is also allowed to dodge via one move. This
goes back and forth until there is only one ninja “alive”.

Indoor game
(quiet)

Telephone Everyone sits in circle, one person whispers something to the
person beside them and they pass it along, the last person has
to announce to the whole group what he/she heard and
compare it to what was said originally

Indoor game
(quiet)

Simon says Large room

Indoor games
(quiet)

Guess the Gargle Glass of water Ask for a volunteer, whisper a song in their ear, have them take
a sip of the water and gargle the tune and have everyone else
guess



Indoor Outdoor Bench Ball Balls, Pylons Who it’s For: Gr. 4-6  Description: Bench on the back of both
sides and balls (soft) in the middle along a line. Team A will
have members throwing balls to a fellow team member who is
the catcher on the “bench” at the back. Objective is to get
everyone on the bench. If you toss a ball that is caught you can
join the bench. Team B is the same but going the other way.

Indoor Outdoor Doctor Who Pen Two people are “it” (aka Cybermen). If you are tagged by them,
you must enter a holding area. You can only be rescued by a
“Companion” who is holding a pen (Sonic Screwdriver). There
is a safety zone (TARDIS) but the Cybermen can count down
and you have to leave the TARDIS. If the Companion is caught,
the Sonic Screwdriver goes to a new companion

Indoor Outdoor
game

Broken Telephone NA In a circle holding hands. They scratch the hand of the person
they are holding and it goes in a circle. One person in the
middle - he/she has to figure out where it is.

Indoor Quiet ga
PABO - Korean
game nothing

Have kids sit in a circle. Designate a leader to call out numbers
from 1-5; while holding up any number of fingers that do not
correlate to the number they have called. Go around the circle;
each child taking a turn to call out a number and demonstrate
another number with their fingers to the person beside them.
The object of the game is to successfully say the number that is
demonstrated on the previous persons finger without getting
confused. *There is a pat-clap-snap pattern that is played with
the game. If a child gets confused- everyone chants out "pabo,
pabo pabo" to that child and they are eliminated. The game
carries on until everyone is eliminated.

Indoor/ outdoor
game

Blob tag Large space One person is it, when they catch someone they join hand with
the person who is it until everyone has joined the blob

Indoor/ outdoor
game

Crab soccer Net and ball Normal soccer but everyone has to walk like a crab

Indoor/ outdoor
game (active)

Cat and Mouse Large space One person is the cat and one is the mouse, everyone else
links arms with a partner, the cat chases the mouse in and out
of the pairs or util the mouse joins on of the pairs and the
person that is not linked to the mouse become the new mouse.

Indoor/Outdoor Mousetrap NA One person is the cat and one person is the mouse. Everyone
else stands in a circle holding hands. The people can lift their
arms to let the cat and mouse in or shut it down. If the mouse is
caught, they change roles. Alternatively, mice run in and out
and someone with their eyes shut is the “cat”. When the “cat”
shouts “mousetrap!” people in the circle put their hands down.
If anyone is trapped, they join the circle to help become the
Mouse trap.

Indoor/Outdoor Zombie Tag NA Description: One person is the zombie and must walk like so.
Whoever the zombie catches also becomes a zombie.
Remember kids, limber-up, cardio and double-tap!



Indoor/Outdoor Tigers and Bears NA Younger ages are suitable. Kids divided into two teams. One
team is “tigers”, the other “bears”. Leader calls out “tigers” and
tigers have to take one step forward. Same with bears. At some
point, leaders says “Tigers eat bears” – tigers then chase
bears. If Bears are tagged, they must join the tiger team. And if
leaders says “bears eat tigers”, bears chase tigers and tigers
who are tagged join bear team

Indoor/Outdoor
Game Frou Frou blindfolds

One person is frou frou who is "deaf". Everyone is blind.
Everyone goes around and asks "are you Frou Frou?" because
frou frou is deaf, he/she is the only one who won't respond - at
that point, the person asking will link up with frou frou.
Eventually there is a bigger and bigger group linked up with
Frou Frou (at which point they become deaf too)

Indoor/Outdoor
game (active)

Mall Tag Large space Each participant should have a partner. Each person is only
allowed to tag his/her partner. Once he/she tags his/her
partner, the partner becomes it. The game continues to go
back and forth until the leader decides for it to end. This is a
walking style tag where people are not allowed to run.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Human knot Everyone stands in a circle and reaches their left hand across
the circle and hold the hand of someone and then reaches their
right hand across the circle to hold the hand of someone. The
goal is to untangle the circle. (Variation: Dr. Mix Up – chose
one child to untangle the group)

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Red Light, Green
Light

All children line up facing the leader who is about 30 feet away.
The leader turns her back and says “green light”. Everyone
moves toward her until she yells “red Light” and then they have
to freeze. The leader turns around and tries to catch someone
moving. If she does, they must return to the start. The first
person to reach the leader becomes the new leader.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Partners Everyone get s partner and then each pair stands in a circle so
that it is a double circle. The inside circle runs in one direction
and the outside circle runs in the opposite direction. The leader
than calls “partners” and each pairs must match up and sit
down. The last pair sitting down is eliminated. The game
continues until only one pair is left.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Stride Ball Ball Players stand in a circle with their feet apart, each foot touching
a neighbour’s foot. The ball is rolled swiftly about inside the
circle (or two teams facing eachother) each player trying to
make it pass between another player’s feet. The space
between the feet is only to be protected by bumping the ball
with a closed fist.

Indoor/outdoor
game (Active)

Grab the bacon One object (i.e.
Frisbee or ball)

2 teams, number off players on each team, when number
called tries to retrieve ball and bring it to their side before their
opponent. Variations include using a basketball and then trying
to shoot it. Another variation is trying to sit on a chair in the
middle first.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Balloon keep up Balloons for
each team

Team try to keep up balloons, using any part of their body at
first until the leader says “no, hands” or “no head” or “no
arms”…



Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Bench ball
(basketball or
soccer or floor
hockey)

Basket ball and
net or hockey
stick, puck and
net or soccer
ball and net

Two teams, number off players on each team, players sit in
rows (or on benches) on either side of the net, when their
number is called they have to score before their opponent of
the opposite team

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Giants/ wizards/
elves

Large room with
safe space to
run

(similar to rock, paper, scissors, but as a large team) giants
beat elves, wizards beat giants, elves beat wizards . . . actions
giants = raise hands straight up, elves = crouch down, wizards
= hand straight forward….teams decide which action to
do…then they face each other in the centre of the room and on
the count of three strike a pose (giants/wizards/elves)…the
team who beats the other tries to tag the opposite team before
the team touches the wall…

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Fire/Ice/Water Large room with
safe space to
run

Just like giants/wizards/elves (see above) but using
fire/ice/water
 Fire action – hands waving in the air
 Ice action – self hug, shivering action
 Water – hands waving to the side

 Fire beats ice, ice beats water and water beats fire.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Knights/Horses and
Cavaliers OR baby/
surfer/ cowboy

Large room Ask children to get in pairs, one pair in inner circle and one in
outer circle, circles run fast in opposite directions, when leader
calls baby/ surfer/ or cowboy the pair find each other and act
out the action (i.e. baby = one person cradles partner in arms)

 A.K.A. “Knights, horses and cavaliers”
 Knights: one person gets down on one knee the other one sits
on it
 Horses: one person gets down on all fours and the other
person straddles their partner
 Cavaliers: one person carries the other person.

 Whichever team takes longest to do the action together is
eliminated.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Leg zipper
game/ladder game

Large room Two teams sit facing each other with legs extended and feet
touching a player feet on the opposite team. Players are
numbered off, they are given the same number as the person
who they are touching feet with , when leader calls a number
those players must run through the center of the leg zipper and
around the outside and then sit down in their spot before their
opponent

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

alleys and roads Large space One person is chosen to be the cat and one to be the mouse,
the cat has to catch the mouse, all the other players line up in
rows so that if they reach out their arms their hands touch, the
cat chases the mouse though the rows, when leader calls
alleys those in the rows turn 90 degrees and form new rows



Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Sahara/Cool
Runnings

Form partners – label them A and B…have A’s form an inner
circle and take a shoe off and put it in the middle of the circle
and B’s form a circle around them. If the leader calls Sahara
the B’s jump on the A’s back. If the leader calls Cool Runnings,
B runs around the circle, goes through A’s legs, grabs a shoe
that is in the middle of the circle and jumps on A’s back.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Human Tic-Tac-Toe 9 chairs in 3
rows/a tic-tac-
toe pattern with
masking tape
on the floor

Make two teams, have them line up on opposite sides of the
tic-tac-toe pattern, number the team members from 1 and
up…leader calls a number and the people with that number
from each team sits in a chair or a square. The point is to
connect three. (Variation: allow people to move from seat to
seat at any time).

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Hand soccer Ball (soccer or
basketball size)
 Pylons or goal
nets

Divide kids into 3 teams. Set up pylons to make goal posts on
three different sides of the gym. This game is similar to soccer,
except for instead of kicking the ball, it must be passed by
rolling it on the floor between team players. Each team has a
different goal they are aiming at to score points. It is illegal to
kick the ball, and passes cannot go higher than the knees.
Even the goalie is not allowed to kick the ball. No basketball
moves allowed.

Indoor/outdoor
game (active)

Kingdom Conquer
Rock Paper
Scissors

Two teams in a line (which are "kingdoms". First people run up
to meet in the) middle and they both do rock paper scissors.
The winning team continues running toward the other team
while the next person in the opposite team runs to "stop" the
advancing forces. This keeps going until one team has
"conquered" the other team (ie. one team member has
completely reached the other side)

Indoor/outdoor
game (active) Electric wire

2 long pieces of
string

Have 4 volunteers hold each end of the ropes. Position the
ropes in a cross position. Rope holders A and B move in a
cross while holding the ropes. The object of the game is to
jumb over the ropes and remain "untouched"  by them. If the
rope touches you, you are "electrified" and eliminated from the
game.

Indoors Epic Tic Tac Toe Chairs Two teams. Each team member has a number. When a
number is called out those people run to the nine chairs set up
like a tic tac toe board. Call three numbers at a time. The team
is trying to form a row of three. The only thing they can’t do is
sit in the three chairs closest to their group. That would be
cheap.

Indoors or
Outdoors

Go Go Gopher NA Everyone on one side of the gym with one person in the middle
who yells “Go go gopher” in which case no one should move. If
they move they are out. If the person in the middle yells “Go go
go” they have to run to the other side. The last person to reach
the other side is out. Try not to get injured.

Indoors/Outdoo
rs

Garden Chaos Nothing but the
blood of Jesus

Kids walk around the space on their own and leader calls out
specific group numbers and situations that they need to act out
together (e.g. zoo, totem pole, toilet, figure skating). Once the
leader calls out ‘watermelon’ everyone disperses and waits for
the next situation. People get eliminated if they are the last
and/or do not have a group.



Indoors/Outdoo
rs

Caterpillar relay 2 large blankets
and some pretty
tight abdominal
muscles.

Divide group into 2 teams. Line up teams opposite facing each
other. Space out teams so that there are 4 smaller lines. (2
lines of opposite teams on each side of the gym). Give 2 teams
on the same side of the gym one large blanket each. The
object of the relay is to roll yourself up in the blanket and
transfer the ‘roll’ over to your team waiting on the opposite side.
Your arms MUST be inside the giant roll. The team that has all
players completed the ‘roll’ in the fastest time wins.

Name game Hello, I am … Everyone is in a circle.
 One person (preferably a leader) starts by approaching one of
the people in the circle and introduces him/herself then asks
the other person what his/her name is. After hearing the name,
the person says the following while doing a dance – name,
name, hurray, hurray, name.
 Then the person who has just been introduced joins the train
and they go forth to meet another person. This continues until
everyone in the circle has been introduced. Once the train
reaches six people, they will split off into separate trains.

Name game Name Game Same as animal
action game

This time instead of action have youth find a descriptive word
that starts with the first letter of their name (I.e. nice Naomi)

Name Game Drop the Blanket Blanket Form two teams have them sit on opposite sides on a blanket,
lift the blanket up in between the teams so that they cannot see
each other, each team needs to pick one person to side directly
infront of the blanket, when the two people are in place the
blanket is dropped and the first person to say the name of the
person on the other side of the blanket wins, the person who
loses must join the winning team…repeat until everyone is on
one team.

Outdoor game Nature Scavenger
hunt

List for each
team

Team must try to find the things on the list, team with largest
number of items when the time is up wins (i.e. pinecone, flies,
leaves, …)

Outdoor game
(water)

Splish, Splish,
Splash OR Drip,
Drip, Drop

Large sponge Like duck, duck goose with water…child goes around the circle
with a wet sponge and drips a little bit in each person saying
“Drip” or “splish” and then sqeases out the whole sponge one
someone and says “Drop” or “Splash”…

Outdoor
games

Capture the flag Two flags, two
jails

Dived land in two (team A and team B), team A has to hide a
flag on their own land and team B on their own land, the goal is
to capture the flag of the opposing team, team A is safe on their
own land but when they are on team B’s land they can be
captured and put in jail, until they are tagged by someone on
their own team,

Outdoor
games

Eskimo baseball Base (to
measure foul
balls), soccer
ball

team A up to bat, team B out in the field, when member of team
A kicks ball they must run around their teammate’s as many
times as they can before team B catches the ball, plays
over/under and then says STOP, everyone on team A gets
chance at bat and then switches to outfield

Outdoor
games

British bulldog Like octopus but no sitting down



Outdoor
games

Parachute Parachute Cat and mouse, mushroom, keep the ball on the parachute…

Outdoor
games

Treasure hunts Treasure

Outdoor
games

Ultimate Frisbee Frisbee, goals Like soccer, can only take three steps with Frisbee before
passing it to a team member

Outdoor games
(water)

Volley ball with
water balloons

Water balloons
and beach
towels

holding the ends of a towel pairs throw and catch water
balloons, if balloon pops on your side of the net the other team
gains a point

Outdoor games
(water)

Musical squirt gun Squirt gun, tape
player

Group sits in circle outside and a loaded squirt gun is passed
around the room to music. When the music stops the person
left holding the squirt gun can squirt the person on their left two
time and then he must leave the game…

Relays Life saver pass Life savers and
toothpicks

Relays Over under relay One ball per
team

Relays Sack races Potato sacks

Relays Wheel barrow

Relays Egg on spoon Spoon, egg

Relays Skin the snake

Relays Three legged race Rope

Relays Crab race

Relays Water relays

Relays Paper bag boots Paper bags

Team Building Hula Hoop Pass Hula Hoops
(enough so
each group will
have one)
 Or
 Loops of rope

Depending on the size of your group, you will want to break the
group into smaller groups (maximum 12). Have the group form
a circle holding hands. Ask two people to let go of their grip
long enough for them to place their hands through a hula hoop
before rejoining them.
 The team task is to pass the hula hoop around the circle in a
specified direction until it returns to the starting point.
 Another way to play is two use two hoops and have them go
around the circle in opposite directions.

Team Building Bucket Balance Buckets
(enough for
each group) –
can be filled
with water

Form groups of 4-6. Get participants to lie down on their backs
in a small circles with their legs sticking up in the air. Their feet
should be touching at the top, forming a makeshift table. Place
the full bucket of water there. Then all the kids must remove
their shoes while maintaining the bucket of water.
 Have the kids try different strategies and communicate how
this will work successfully, if they do not succeed, they will get
very wet – which is still a lot of fun.



Team Building The voice of the
lamb

Squeaky lamb Youth are asked t close their eyes as leader squeaks lamb and
guides youth with her voice – leader passes off lamb to another
person and continue to guide youth with her voice in a different
direction

Team Building My lambs know my
voice

Blind folds,
obstacles

Scatter obstacles through out room (game area) ask youth to
form pairs and pick who wants to be the shepherd and who
wants to be the sheep. The sheep will be blindfolded and the
shepherd will go to the other side of the room and yell
instruction to the sheep, guiding it safely through the obstacles

Team Building Floor maze Masking tape
squares on the
floor

Have youth line up at one side of the checkerboard and tell
them that you have prechosen a path through the squares and
they have to guess what it is – when they guess the wrong
square they are sent to the back of the line

Team building
game

Back to back stand
up

Have youth form pairs – link arms sitting back to back and
stand up – join two pairs together – join eight together …

Team building
game

Line up in order
of…

Two lines of
masking tape a
foot apart on
the floor

Everyone has to stand inside the lines and stay inside lines
while trying to order themselves according to birthday, house
number, height… if someone steps out of the lines there is a
five second penalty, time everyone against themselves

Team building
game

Plan and go Teams of four Give teams instructions and allow time for planning (starting
with 40 seconds and ending with 5 seconds) instruction can be
like this: four feet, two hands, one backwards, OR one hand all
backwards…. Teams have to plan how they are going to travel
across the room according to the instructions making sure all
the team members are touching and when leader says go they
are to race across the room

Team building
games

Swamp Crossing 3 rocks (pieces
of construction
paper) per team

Make a start and finish line 30 feet apart, give each team three
rocks and tell them that they must get their whole team to the
finish line. They may move the rocks as they go but only on
foot can be on a rock as a time

Team building
games

Capture the
commander

A shoe or other
object

Divide children into even teams. Arrange the children so that
are all sitting in rows, one in front of the other at the end of the
gym. The first person in the row is blindfolded. The second
person in the row stands with their back to the main part of the
gym, facing their team. This person is the “speaker”. They are
unable to see the blindfolded person or anything they do. The
leader puts the object somewhere in the main part of the gym
that is accessible. The blindfolded person on each team has to
try and find the object. The second person in the row gives
directions to the blindfolded person even

Team building
games

Pass the ball Ball

 Have kids sit in a close knit circle with both hands behind their
back. The object of the game is to get the ball across the circle
using everything but your hands/arms within a specific time
limit. (e.g. get the ball around the circle in 5 minutes, 3 minutes,
2 minutes, 1 minute etc.)




